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Enjoy & use anywhere, 

anytime. You can always

rely on J:COM.

Media and entertainment
business

Movie/video production,
content distribution,

thematic channel operations,
and event/advertisement

E-commerce business

Shop Channel

Cable Platform Business

Cable TV, high-speed Internet access,
fixed phone, mobile phone,

home IoT service,
and energy (electricity/gas)

We provide high-quality entertainment through cable TV, movie/video production, 
and thematic channel operations, and also deploy lifestyle-related services that 
support people's lives in various fields such as Internet, telephone, mobile phone, 
electricity, and home IoT services. We aim to become an entity that delivers 
unique value based on the two businesses.

Entertainment that
touches your heart

Lifestyle-related services
that support your life

Representative Director,
President & Co-CEO

Representative Director,
Chairman & Co-CEO

Hirohiko ImuraYuzo Ishikawa

J:COM strives to be your essential service
provider with services that reach your heart

The broadcast and telecommunication industry is facing fierce competitions in a constantly changing 

environment. 

In order for J:COM to continue growing, we believe that the company must fully capitalize on our strengths, 

to attract more customers, and evolve to “ a comprehensive service provider of the local community”

With our comprehensive strength based on TV, Internet, telephone, mobile, electricity, and the home IoT 

service, we will respond to the wide range of customers' needs. In addition, we are taking on a new challenge 

to create new services for the IoT era. We endeavor to be "your essential service provider" by providing 

services that resonate with our customers.
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■High-speed, high-quality network

■Comprehensive selection of free
　security services

■"J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi" enables connection 
　anywhere in the house

Here's

☝

J:COM

In the Kanto area, we provide 
the service as an agent of 
Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd. (Keiyo Gas 
Co., Ltd., will be available in 
the second half of FY2020 
in the Chiba area), and of Osaka 
Gas Co., Ltd., in the Kansai 
area.

Here's

☝

J:COM

We have variety of original 
apps that help you enjoy TV 
more and make life more 
convenient.

J:COM Apps

■Unlimited calling plan via collaboration, J:COM × au

■Safe and comfortable calls with telephone security 
　monitoring 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 

Shop channel

Here's

☝

J:COM

"Shop Channel" was launched in 1996 as 
Japan's first shopping thematic channel. 
The channel is delivered for free of charge 

to approximately 29.73 million
households nationwide

(as of April 2019) via cable TV,
satellite broadcasting,

and such.

■Only one app to set and operate all devices.

■“MIMAMORI pack” to check the status of door,
　 windows and inside your house via your mobile
　 app while away. 

■“KADEN pack” to voice operate appliance via
　 smart speakers and to remotely operate from
　 outside.

■Highly reliable and high quality service provided 
by au’s network
■You can manage everything from to the start 
service at home with our full support system.

■Our dedicated apps allows customers to enjoy 
unlimited videos and music without in a way that 
doesn’t consuming mobile data.

Asmik Ace

Here's

☝

J:COM

Unlimited magazine service

eBooks

Our operators are available to remotely 
help you solve troubles with your J:COM 
MOBILE in “remote Support”. Or specialized 
staff may come to your house to help 
with your J:COM service problems.

OMAKASE support

We will provide compensation up to the 
defined maximum amount for problems and 
damages resulting from drops, water leaks, 
breaks, or collisions to our customers' devices 
such as TVs, computers, and tablets which 
are connected to J:COM NET.

OMAKASE Device Compensation

■Reduce your power bills by combining with 
　other J:COM services

■Savings in months with high usage as well 
　as months with low usage 

■Check your electricity usage and bill on 
　your PC, smartphone or tablet

DENRYOKU
■"J:COM LINK" enables you to enjoy 
popular video distribution services on a
　large screen

■4K service to enable customers to 
enjoy high definition image quality 
provided by that covers "New 4K 
Satellite Broadcasting"

We have speedy solutions for 
problems like plumbing and keys with 
our “KINKYU KAKETSUKE service” 
(emergency response service). We 
also offer housekeeping services.
*Services are provided by Japan Best Rescue 
System Co., Ltd.

Home support

This is a service that provides "Disaster Warning 
Prevention Administrative Radio*" and "Emergency 
Earthquake Early Alert Warning" in your area.
We also provide the "Disaster Television Start-up" 
service linked to TV.
*Not available in certain areas.

Disaster warning prevention information service

Our bicycle road service 
supports breakdowns and 
dead batteries. The service 
comes with an accident 
and liability insurance for 
bicycle accidents to protect 
you further.

Bicycle Support

GAS

J:COM Every where
Aiming to become indispensable J:COM
We promote "J:COM Everywhere" to become "Indispensable J:COM" with CATV, Internet, 

telephone, mobile, electricity and home IoT.
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J:COM LINK

Cable modem

J:COM CA Platform Business

J:COM supports daily life
J:COM is a leading company of the broadcasting and telecommunications industry, offering CATV,

high-speed Internet access, and fixed telephone services as well as mobile phone and electric power 

services and home IoT services.

J:COM supports your daily life by providing varieties of services to enrich your life.

Japan's largest multiple cable system operator

Each of J:COM Group’s operators 
offers the J:COM brand services in 
its service area.
With our multiple-system operating
method, we make full use of the
economy of scale in programming
costs and procurement of equipment
and devices. Our capital strength is 
also an advantage that allows us to 
make large-scale capital investments
that would be difficult for a stand-alone 
operator.

J:COM’s reliable networks delivering high-quality services

J:COM's services are supported by a high-capacity broadband network. J:COM provides the television, Internet, and 
fixed telephone service via one cable.
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"J:COM LINK" is now available

in J:COM's TV service!

You can now enjoy popular Internet videos

on big screen TV.

J:COM enriches your "gotta watch!"

"J:COM LINK" is now available to make your TV life freer and broader.
In addition to various terrestrial and BS/CS broadcasting services on over 100 channels, you can enjoy popular video 
distribution services such as Netflix and DAZN. It is equipped with a voice search function that enables you to smoothly 
search for the content you want from an enormous volume of contents.
Furthermore, the dedicated app enables you to enjoy live  broadcast like sports as well as recorded programs even 
when you are away from your house.

Enormous amount of content crossing the boundaries of broadcasting and telecommunications

Rich Enhanced 4K contents

In addition to NHK and commercial BS 4K channels, we provide eight broadcasting channels including Cable 4K 
and J SPORTS. Moreover, you can enjoy the 4K content on J:COM On Demand and YouTube in spectacular image 
and sound.
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So fast! Enjoy the Wi-Fi connection anywhere in the house!

"J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi" real izes a stable Wi-Fi connection by
high-performance technologies such as AI and tri-band.
Furthermore, it automatically selects the optimum communication 
route according to the device characteristics, usage conditions, 
and surrounding environment to enable high-speed and stable 
communication.

J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi device

Network cameraHome electrical appliance 
remote control

Galaxy A30
Features organic electric-
luminescence display. Enjoy 
the large capacity battery 
and enhanced performance.

Make everyday life more convenient

You can voice-control your home electrical appliances at home. You can also operate appliances and even check 
the status of your pets while you are away. In addition, it is possible to check shutting of the doors and windows with 
optional devices.

Our high-speed, high-capacity network allows us to 

transmit data at stable high speeds with low signal noise. 

Including our 1G plan

(maximum downstream speed of 1G bps) 

we offer a lineup of plans to suit customers' needs.

High quality cable Internet connection

J:COM NET deploys FTTN (fiber to the node) architecture, where fiber-optic cables are used for trunk lines and 
coaxial cables to reach customers’ residences. This provides a stable and reliable high speed connection with low 
signal noise to the home.
We have a lineup of plans that are designed to fit each individual’s purposes - from 1G plan*, which allows you to fully 
enjoy videos and music, to our 1Mbps plan for less use. *1G plan is expanding its service area

Free comprehensive security and helpful support system

We provide “McAfee for ZAQ” based on the global brand, McAfee. A full 
range of security services to prevent unauthorized access and virus 
infections are for you to use for free. We also provide helpful filtering 
software "i-filter for ZAQ" to protect your child using Internet. 
In addition, we offer a complete range of online support through our 
subscriber website, as well as a subscriber telephone line where specialized 
staff is available to help 365 days a year.

Our fixed phone service is highly reliable and offers the economic advantages of an affordable basic fee and calling charges.

Our lines are under consistent monitoring for 24 x 7, ensuring full support for any disruptions. 

Unlimited calling plan via J:COM x au

“J:COM PHONE Plus” offered in the collaboration of J:COM and KDDI ‒ unlimited calls between J:COM PHONE Plus, 
“au home phone”, “au smartphone”, and “au cell phone” subscribers.

The MVNO* service by J:COM, "J:COM MOBILE", is reliable 

and economical.

We provide a service that fully utilizes our advantages as a 

CATV operator, and is very distinct from 'just a cheap' 

smartphone.

*Mobile Virtual Network Operator

"J:COM HOME" is a service that uses IoT devices to enhance 

convenience and safety in your life. 

BASIO4
This is your ideal first smartphone 
that is reassuringly user friendly 
with a big home screen.

J:COM’s advantages as a CATV operator

With our dedicated app, you can enjoy videos, live sports broadcasts, music, e-books, and more by the 
VOD services, J:COM On Demand, J:COM Music and J:COM eBooks.

Enjoy videos and music without worrying about mobile data consumption.

Support staff can be sent to your home to help you with the initial setup and basic control of your 
phone. J:COM’s commitment to the local community means you can receive dedicated care after 
subscribing as well.

You can manage everything to start the service at home with our full support system.You can manage everything to start the service at home with our full support system.
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Get a better deal with J:COM

J:COM can handle one-stop bill including the gas charge. If you apply for gas along with TV, Internet, and/or telephone 
as a set service, you can save on your J:COM monthly charge. The partner gas companies continue to provide gas 
supply and safety measures (like preventing gas leaks), so you can continue using city gas with the same assurance. 
Currently, we provide gas services as an agent 
of Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd., in the Kanto area and 
Osaka Gas Co., Ltd., in the Kansai area. And 
from the second half of FY2020, we will start 
providing a gas service called "J:COM Gas 
Supplied by Keiyo Gas" as an agent of Keiyo 
Gas Co., Ltd., (Chiba).

Saving electricity through visualization

J:COM offers ECOREPO* - a service in which you can check your monthly bill
and your current electricity consumption on your PC, tablet, or smartphone. 
We not only provide the electricity, but also the complimentary service of 
power savings and price reduction via visualization.
*Pay service with which you can receive more detailed information is also available

GAS

Gas supply

Security business

Provide service
(agent)

Partner
gas

company

Make your electricity economical while maintaining the quality

A plan for general residential use. Subscribe to “DENRYOKU Set”, a combination with TV, Internet, and telephone 
services, and you can save on your electricity bill. No initial installation is necessary because we use the existing 
power infrastructure. The quality of the electricity will also stay the same.

J:COM DENRYOKU for Home (The meter rate lighting plan / All-electric Home Plan)  

J:COM DENRYOKU for Apartments J:COM DENRYOKU Discount Course for Apartments
Two plans are offered for the common spaces in 
the condominium; a plan for lighting only, and a 
plan for lighting and powering. These plans help 
reducing the cost of electricity in the common 
spaces compared to regional power companies.

A plan for larger condominiums. Saving in electricity rate by 
contracting in bulk for the whole building. Two plans are
available; the balance discount plan and the common space 
discount plan. If TV and Internet services are subscribed
together, the savings on the electricity bill are even greater.

We deliver high quality, reliable, yet economical 

electricity to your home.

J:COM supports the lives of our customers by providing 

electricity that is essential to our daily lives.

DENRYOKU

With intellectual property at the core, 
multifacetedly develop video, events, 
and new businesses

Entertainment business

Develop the BS/CS broadcasting 
advertising spot sales and
multi-layered advertising business

Advertising business

Centering on the fan business,
develop BS/CS broadcasting and
related businesses

Media businessMedia and entertainment
business

Media and entertainment business

Diversify  the business
and add values
J:COM has multifaceted media businesses including investment to, management of, and advertising on thematic 

channels, video planning/production, theater distribution, and content acquisition and distribution to VOD services. 

J:COM aims to enhance the group's collective strengths through promotion of the content value chain.

Entertainment business

Videos never seen before
Excitement never experienced before

Creating and delivering exhilarating films
<Film business>

"Sumikko Gurashi the Movie:
The Unexpected Picture Book 

and the Secret Child"
©2019 the Japan Sumikko Gurashi association film club

"Baragaki: Unbroken Samurai"
©2020 the “Baragaki: Unbroken Samurai”

 production committee

ASMIK ACE, INC., has released many box-office hits and popular titles. Its 
planning, production and distribution advertising capabilities have been highly 
praised. And in recent years, it has expanded the line-up beyond Japanese 
movies to theatrical documentaries and animations.

Developing a multilateral rights business with videos at the core
<Rights business>

Furthermore, ASMIK ACE, INC., develops a wide range of businesses related to 
video, such as broadcasting and distribution, commercialization, and overseas 
license sales of TV animations. Based on the keywords of "intellectual property", 
"new market", and "new technology", we are working to develop new business 
fields with our business partners.
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［Movie Plus］

One of Japan's largest thematic movie channels

Movie Plus provides a movie line-up that will satisfy movie fans, such as popular 
major Hollywood titles, specials programs for deeper film enjoyment, and the 
exclusive live broadcast from the Cannes Film Festival. 

［Women's channel♪LaLa TV］

Selection of contents that delivers the latest
"must watch!" for women!
An entertainment media that provides an enriched line-up including Korean pop 
culture programs like dramas, K-POP, and variety shows, as well as music lives, 
Takarazuka Revue, and overseas dramas for matured audience.

Programs for adults

CHANNEL GINGA is an entertainment channel that broadcasts selected titles 
that adults can fully enjoy  such as domestic and foreign periodical dramas, 
authentic mysteries, and popular song shows.

［J SPORTS 1・2・3・4］

Japan's largest sports channel brand with 4 channels

J SPORTS broadcasts a variety of sports such as baseball, MLB, soccer, rugby, 
motor sports, bicycle road racing, figure skating, basketball, and badminton.

［Golf Network］

Japan’s only CS golf thematic channel

Golf Network is a must-watch channel for golf lovers that offers a line-up 
including the U.S. PGA Tour, major championships from overseas and domestic 
tours, and original programs on lessons and the latest gear information.

〈Operated Channels〉

〈Capital participating channels〉

〈On demand business〉

〈Event business〉

〈Digital media〉

In addition to content sourcing capabilities to services like "J:COM On Demand", 
"TELASA", and "milplus", the VOD service for CATV operator, ASMIK ACE, INC. has 
Japan’s largest-class video management capability that enables us to provide stable 
content distribution. 

Providing compelling content to various VOD services

We provide "J SPORTS On Demand" where you 
can enjoy content from popular sports channels, 
J SPORTS,  and Japan's most downloaded* golf 
app, "Golf Network Plus" that distributes Golf 
Network programs in real time.

Watch sports anytime, anywhere

Engaged in advertising sales of J:COM Group channels and others.

〈Subjected channels〉
Movie Plus, Women's Channel♪Lala TV, CHANNEL GINGA, historical TV shows/mysteries/Nippon no Uta 
(Japanese songs), Golf Network, J SPORTS 1･2･3･4, AXN, AXN Mystery, J:COM TV

〈Distribution/app service〉

Media business

Enrich your life with attractive contents

"Cycle*2020 Tour de France"
©Yuzuru SUNADA

A scene from the Cannes Film Festival
Photo: AP/Afro

PGA Tour - the world's greatest golf tour
©Getty Images

"Japan Rugby Top League"
©2020, JRFU Photo by S.IDA

"NHK’s morning drama serials - Asa ga kita"
©NHK

"The Flower in Prison"
Broadcasting from March 2020 ©2016 MBC

Developing attractive, inspiring live entertainment 

PGA Tour - the world's greatest golf tour
©Getty Images

Advertising business

Advertising Sales of thematic channels
by taking advantage of J:COM Group's synergy

PROOX supports wide range of video marketing activities such as video production from animation 
to live-action/CG, content planning, and advertisement distribution.

J:COM PMP utilizes J:COM's viewing logs to develop a targeted advertising network.

A media rep company that comprehensively manages and sells advertising products of BS/CS thematic 
channels and related medias.

J:BrandStudio utilizes J:COM Group's video production abilities to support corporate marketing in the 
image and video fields.

A movie review website that recommends 
movies and TV shows from its unique 
perspective.

Space J provides a new entertainment space that offers 
"time" and "experience". Working with internal and external 
business partners and contents, Space J develops various 
events stimulating customers' curiosity and emotions that 
can only be experienced at the moment.  

Starting with event business, ANY CO., LTD., is engaged in 
the ticket agent business, publishing business, and studio/
music business.  The company plans, produces,  and operates
various events such as music live and concerts, and 
corporate events (guest attraction, promotion, customers).

An enka/kayo kyoku information website that 
delivers the latest information and back stories 
to everyone who loves these categories of 
music.

A website that delivers history-themed 
information from a range of angles regardless 
of the time and country.

TSUKEMEN (ANY artist)

Space J's event

*As of January 2020 (in-house investigation)

CHANNEL GlNGA:
Historical dramas, suspense, and Japanese traditional songs
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Plan and manage
local events

Collect and transmit
local information Local PR/library function

Local sports
groups

Educational
organization

Local
community

Tourism
committee

Local
government

Chamber of
commerce

Proposals
Solutions

Needs
Issues

Propose solutions to community needs

Revitalizing communities via collaboration
with municipality

Planning and managing local events Keeping communities clean

Community producers serve as the point of contact to strengthen the relationships
with local municipalities and other local interest groups and help building the community.

Local corporations

Community
producer

Community
channels

Enriching communities and society

Aiming to become an indispensable member of the local communities

What does it mean to be community-based?
【Contribute to local communities by working together with locals】

J:COM will work as the local information hub to
meet with the community’s needs

Delivers detailed information with
70 local programming

Delivers appealing information of the 
local areas to 13.9 million households

Local programming National programming

Local production staffs create local programs for the community and
communicate through community channels and apps.

・Disaster reporting specific to the local area　　・Information transmission to smartphones
・Transportation of goods and provision of vehicles based on disaster prevention agreements

Disaster prevention information
in the L-shape TV subs

Emergency earthquake alert and disaster warning
and information service - Automatic Disaster Early
Warning System linked to TV.

"Do local" app
Live camera feature

We deliver important information to help improve the safety and comfort of locals.
We also engage in disaster prevention and victim support activities in cooperation
with local municipalities.
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J:COM Channel

J:COM Channel is packed with community information like local events, local 
government and disaster prevention. The channel is thoroughly dedicated to the 
community with programs like "Local Celebrities" focusing on active locals, and live 
broadcasting of local events and sports.

Thoroughly "Do local"!

Delivering pertinent information to 70 local service areas around Japan

J:COM TV

Deliver the local information to all areas via J:COM's network. J:COM TV is full of 
fascinating attractions like local festivals and other local information.

Delivering locally produced information to all areas

チャンネル番号
●Sapporo, Sendai, Kanto areas・・・terrestrial digital ch10　●Kansai and Fukuoka area・・・terrestrial digital ch12　●Shimonoseki area・・・terrestrial digital ch111
●Kumamoto area・・・terrestrial digital ch11

Sharing wonderful local content with other local CATV systems

Do local

"Do Local" provides local news from the community channels and live distribution of special programs. 
You can enjoy programs from all J:COM's service areas on your smartphone or tablet even when you 
are away from home. In addition, you can also receive push notifications of disaster information about 
earthquakes, tsunami, volcanoes, and the weather.

Access local information on your smartphone anytime, anywhere!

Local information app "Do Local"

Your safety and comfort are our top priorities

Our service engineers provide a full range of customer support

We are dedicated to offer our diverse range of services as safe and 
convenient as possible to our customers. We have established a technical 
training and certification system for our service engineers so that installations 
are performed precisely, and explanations on how to use our services are 
through and complete. Once you subscribe, we are available to assist you 
not only via website and phone, but on site at your residence when needed. 
J:COM supports enriching your life with complete and comprehensive 
aftercare. J:COM supports better living for you with our complete and 
comprehensive aftercare system.

チャンネル番号
●Sapporo, Sendai, Kanto, Kansai and Fukuoka area・・・terrestrial digital ch11　●Shimonoseki area・・・terrestrial digital ch12　●Kumamoto area・・・terrestrial digital ch10

［ Live broadcasts of local sports events ］

Delivering local charm via
two original channels and an app
J:COM offers two original community channels - "J:COM Channel" limited to local areas, and "J:COM TV" 

for all areas. All households connected to the J:COM networks can watch them for free.

You can also use the local information app, "Do Local",   to check news and disaster prevention information 

specific to local areas.

［ Live broadcasts of local events ］

J:COM’s technology to support
our services

J:COM Technology

As a company providing life-essential services like TV, Internet, and telephone, it is J:COM's social mission 

to provide stable services in any situation.

We deliver safe and reliable service with the latest technologies and 24 x 7 support.

We are building a system that can recover rapidly, even when trouble occurs 
due to inevitable ingress noise or optical fiber damages caused by incidents 
like fire.

Our expert engineers monitors our nationwide services 24 x 7 from two 
locations in Tokyo and Osaka. In addition, the engineers are stationed 
locally for rapid responses to assure high-quality services.
With the mission of providing "always safe and secured" service, we are 
focusing our efforts to prevent problems from occurring. Our network 
monitoring system is constantly looking one step ahead to detect warning 
signs of potential disruptions, and to implement countermeasures against 
cyber attacks.
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Health and productivity management
Continuing from 2019, J:COM was certified as a "Health and Productivity Management Organization -White 
500- (large corporation category)" jointly selected by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and 
NIPPON KENKO KAIGI. In order to realize a work environment where every employee can be active, and 
mentally and physically healthy (the well-being of the company and its employees), we will strive to create a 
rewarding work environment by establishing schemes that are one step forward from the Work Style Reform 
such as improving overtime work and paid leave acquisition.

As a member of society for a better future

Promoting work-life balance

We have introduced workstyles scheme suitable for different environments and occupations, so it is 
easier for employees to take leave and rest.

Promoting diversity

To support involvement of female employees facing issues of 
balancing their careers and life events like marriage, child 
delivery and childcare, we offer proactive programs with 
a variety of options for skill development and career 
advancement.

Shift/flextime work systems

Variable/discretionary working
hours systems

Recommending to take paid annual leave
for five consecutive days
Half day/hourly paid annual leave
acquisition system

Telecommuting

Work hours interval system

Short work hours system for
parents with children up to 6th grade
Dividing care leave periods

Partial salary compensation
during care leave
Hospital leave of 12 days per year

Personal illness or injury absence and
the GLTD system

J:COM established J:COM Heart Co., Ltd. in June 2015 with 
the concept of creating workplaces in which anyone can 
actively participate, and the company was certified as a 
special subsidiary in October 2015. The company is making 
proactive efforts to create rewarding workplaces for capable 
and willing people with disabilities. Everyone has opportunity 
for participation and growth at J:COM.

Promoting the employment and active involvement
of people with disabilities

Promoting active participation by women

J:COM has introduced a re-employment scheme to enable 
applicants who meet the requirements to work up to the age 
of 65. We also support these employees by offering 
opportunities to discuss post-retirement life plans through 
career advisory system.

Promoting active participation of seniors

At J:COM, we earnestly engage in creation of a sustainable society together with local 
communities based on the 'four promises' born from our corporate philosophy and SDGs*.

*Seventeen global goals of the 2030 agenda adopted at the UN Summit in 2015

■Diverse workstyles

In addition to the legal systems, we have introduced our own systems.
■Support for balancing work and childcare/nursing care/medical treatment

Since 2016, we are engaged in activities to support a range of young people’s challenges through 
crowdfunding, called "Supporting Future-Creating Challenges". In FY2019, we had fundraising for the 
Italy tour of the national alpine U16 ski team. Thanks to the support of many people, the donations 
exceeded the target. Together with our own contribution, J:COM donated a total of 1,689,000 yen to 
the Ski Association of Japan through Just Loving Ski. We will continue to promote creation of new 
challenges by supporting young people who are making "challenges" that are in line with our corporate 
philosophy.

Supporting future-creating challenges

We strive to achieve global environmental conservation through various strategies: Green 
Logistics to reduce CO2 emissions by improving the efficiency of logistics routes and the truck 
loading ratio when transporting cables and CPEs; and J:COM Green Project* to support forest 
preservation activities with a part of the electricity bill paid to J:COM.  Other efforts include 
promotion of bicycle use and eco-conscious driving by sales staff, and changing the shopping 
bag materials at J:COM shops to non-petroleum materials.

Contributing to global
environmental conservation

For disasters that occur in various areas of the country, we collect donations through BOKIN On Demand, a 
system where people can easily donate with a remote control, and J:COM doubles the amount by matching to 
the users donation and send to the affected areas.  Moreover, for the purpose of preventing the memory of the 
Great East Japan Earthquake from fading away, we deliver programs related to the earthquake, called the 
“Earthquake Archive”. In addition to collecting donations on demand, we work to improve awareness of disaster 
prevention by posting videos on J:COM's website.

Raising funds by utilizing the on-demand structure

Corporate philosophy J:COM’s four promises
もっと、心に響かせよう。
もっと、暮らしを支えよう。

明日を、未来を、拓いていこう。 We will act to
keep our cities

to continue shining.

We will help
create calm and
comforting lives.

We will help
create a green, 
Earth-friendly
future.

We aim to become
a company where

all employees can work
in a lively and

motivating environment.

J:COM systems have closed disaster support agreements with local municipalities and support them in the areas 
of people (employees) and physical resources (company-owned vehicles, materials, etc.) when disasters occur. 
After  Typhoon No.15 of 2020, we helped in transporting of goods such as blue sheets, water, and food in Chiba 
City, Kisarazu City, and other places. In addition to these activities, we provided various supports to afflicted 
people like distributing towels to people who have suffered flood damage, and giving charged mobile batteries 
and hand crank radios to people in the blackout areas.

Disaster support activities that support the local communities

*J:COM Green Project uses the FORESTOCK Accreditation System from FORESTOCK Association.

Corporate Social Responsibility Health and productivity management and promoting work-life balance

Creating a workplace where every employee
can fulfill one's potential
As stated in our corporate philosophy, we strive to "cherish all people" because we believe that having J:COM’s diverse 

people assets to fulfil their unique potential equips us with the capability to respond to a wide range of customer 

requirements. As a result, we can realize corporate growth and employees’ well-being.

J:COM has acquired Eruboshi
Certification based on the Act
on Promotion of Women’s
Participation and Advancement
in the Workplace.

Senior employees taking an active
role as trainers
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J:COM Green Project
A portion of the revenues generated from electricity service to our 
customers is used to protect forests. 
Each household can preserve approximately 5m2 of forest for a year.

Preservation of
Forest

Prevention of
Global Warming

Customer Forest owner

Use of
J:COM DENRYOKU

Support preservation
activities with part of
the electricity bill

Donate part of the electricity
bill to preservation



1995 1997 1999
2000

2001
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2006

2007
2008

2009

2010
2011

2012
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018 2019

●Launched telephony service (July)

●Launched digital CATV service, 
　"J:COM TV Digital"
　 (currently J:COM TV Standard)
 　(April)

●Founded as a joint venture involving
　Sumitomo Corporation and
　Tele-Communications International, Inc. 
　(currently Liberty Global, Inc.) (January)
●Launched CATV service for
　approximately 19,000 subscribing
　households (March)

●Broadcasted coverage of the 
　2018 PyeongChang Olympics on
　community channels (February)
●Consolidated a video production
　and advertisement distribution
　company, PROOX, Inc (April)
●Launched "all electric home plan" of
　J:COM DENRYOKU(April)
●Launched a 4K broadcasting service,
　4K J:COM Box (December)

●Launched the "J:COM HOME", home IoT service (June)
●Started the first domestic demonstration testing of an online
　medical care system, utilizing cable TV (September)
●Consolidated the ZAQA Corporation,
　a visit support company (October)
●Launched the optional services of J:COM NET,
　"J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi" (October)
●Launched the new STB "J:COM LINK",
　next-generation TV service (December)

●Renewed community channels, "J:COM Channel" and
　"J:COM Television" (July)
●Delisted from the JASDAQ market of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (July)
●Consolidated IP Power Systems Corp. (September)
●Launched a new set-top box, "Smart TV Box" (November)
●Consolidated JAPAN CABLENET LIMITED
　(Now merged with Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.) (December)

●Launched 4K-VOD service (May)
●Established J:COM Heart Co., Ltd., a
　company to help the employment of people
　with disabilities (June)
●Consolidated an events and tickets agency,
　Any Co., Ltd. (July)
●Launched "J:COM MOBILE", a MVNO service
　(October)
●J:COM Heart Co., Ltd. certified as a special
　subsidiary (October)

Company history

Celebrating J:COM's 25th anniversary
this year
We are dedicated to providing various
services that resonate with customers

Achieved

1 million
total subscribing
households

Achieved

2 million
total subscribing
households

Achieved

3 million
total subscribing
households

Achieved

5 million
total subscribing
households

●Launched high-speed Internet access service
　(January)

●Consolidated TITUS Communications
　Corporation (September)

●Acquired the management rights to
　Kansai Multimedia Services Co., Ltd. (January)
●Launched a new STB equipped with a built in
　HDDhard disk, "HDR" (April)
●Acquired the management rights to 
　Cable West Inc. (September)

●Launched Video On Demand (VOD) service,
　"J:COM On Demand" (January)
●Listed on the JASDAQ Securities Exchange
  (currently Tokyo Securities Exchange JASDAQ market)
  (March)
●Introduced new brand, "J:COM" (March)

●Absorbed Jupiter TV Co., Ltd.
　(September)
●Established Channel Ginga
　Co., Ltd. (November)

●Launched "J:COM Earthquake Alert
　Service" (January)
●Consolidated Mediatti Communications,
　Inc. (December)

●Established Technology Networks Inc. (@NetHome Co., Ltd. merged with J:COM
　Technologies Co., Ltd. (currently Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd)) (January)
●Acquired the management rights to J SPORTS Broadcasting
　Corporation (current J SPORTS Corporation)(October) 

●Closed the memorandum of understanding regarding
　establishment of 3-company alliance with
　Sumitomo Corporation and KDDI Corporation (June)

●Jointly acquired YOKOHAMA CABLE
　VISION Inc. with Tokyu Corporation
　and consolidated (October)
●Introduced ZAQ as the nationwide
　J:COM NET service character
　(October)

●Started applying a new discount service, 
　"au Smart Value" (March)
●Consolidated ASMIK ACE ENTERTAINMENT, 
　INC. (currently ASMIK ACE, INC.) (March)
●Launched "Mega Pack", a subscription VOD
　service on "J:COM on Demand" (June)
●Launched "OMAKASE support" (October)
●Launched "J:COM DENRYOKU", an electric
　power service for condominiums, in Suginami, 
　Tokyo (December)

●Launched the second series
　of Smart TV Service, "Smart
　J:COM Box", an STB
　developed uniquely for our
　service (February)
●Launched trial 4K
　broadcasting (June)
●Absorbed Technology
　Networks Inc. (July)

●Consolidated e-commerce company
　Jupiter Shop Channel Co., Ltd.(March)
●Launched retail electricity sales service
　"J:COM DENRYOKU for Home" (April)
●J:COM Kyushu Co., Ltd. acquired
　J:COM Oita Ltd. (June)
●Broadcasted coverage of the 2016 Rio Olympics
　on community channels (August)
●Achieved 100,000 subscribing households
　in "J:COM DENRYOKU for Home" (September)

●Achieved 100,000 subscribing
　customers in "J:COM MOBILE", 
　a MVNO service (January)
●Achieved 200,000 subscribing
　households in "J:COM DENRYOKU
　for Home" (January)
●Launched a retail Toshi gas sales
　service, "J:COM Gas Supplied by
　Osaka Gas", in the Kansai area (April)
●Launched a local information app,
　"Do local" (April)
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Business Performance

13.98million
households

The number of community 
channel viewable households 
= the total number of households
   connected to network（ ）

J:COM in figures

billion yen782.1Revenue

*fiscal year 2019

J:COM supporting consumers in local community

11 　　　　 66Group CATV systems

17,021The number of
employees

*As of April 2021

*As of the end of February 2021

*Numbers are partially rounded

Homes Passed

21.80
Homes Passed: the number of households for which

the network is built and available for service provisioning.

million
households

Service subscribing
households

5.57million
households

*As of the end of December 2020

CATV subscribing households

3.93 million
households

Internet subscribing households

3.95million
households

Telephone subscribing households

3.66million
households

cable
systems

group cable 
companies
operating
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